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Background: 
- First line of the intro states that PDA management is subject 

to debate….😂  
- 📚  A PDA is associated with increased neonatal mortality and 

morbidity, including bronchopulmonary dysplasia,  
necrotizing enterocolitis, and intraventricular hemorrhage. 

- Meta-analyses of randomized, controlled trials showed that 
pharmacologic treatment with cyclo-oxygenase inhibitors  
induced  PDA  closure  but  had no beneficial effect on clinical 
outcomes. 

Questions: 
- The Early  Treatment  Versus  Expectative Management of PDA 

in Preterm Infants (BeNeDuctus) trial was performed in 
extremely preterm infants with echocardiographically 
confirmed  PDA  to assess whether expectant management 
would be non-inferior to early ibuprofen treatment with 
respect to necrotizing enterocolitis, moderate-to-severe 
bronchopulmonary dysplasia, or death as assessed at a  
postmenstrual age of  36 weeks. 

Study Design: 
- International, multicenter, randomized,  controlled  non-

inferiority  trial  conducted at 17 neonatal intensive care units 
in the Netherlands,  Belgium,  and  Denmark  

- Inclusion: <28  weeks GA w echo confirmed  PDA  with  a  
diameter of >1.5mm at the smallest point, and who had a 
transductal left-to-right shunt between 24 and 72hours  
postnatal  age 

- Exclusion: contraindications to ibuprofen, the use of a 
cyclooxygenase inhibitor before randomization, persistent 
pulmonary hypertension, a congenital heart defect, a life-
threatening congenital defect or chromosomal abnormality,  

- Intervention: Ibuprofen (dosage according to local protocol) 
and echo ≥12hrs after last dose 

- Control: No treatment aimed at closing the PDA given 
- PDA closure based on absence of duct or size <0.5mm on echo 
- If closure not achieved a second course of ibuprofen was 

given 
- If still not closed after two courses, options included a third 

course of ductal ligation. 
- Primary outcome: composite outcome of NEC, mod-sev BPD 

(2001 def+o2 challenge), or death assessed at 36wks PMA. 
- Non-inferiority was defined as an absolute risk difference with 

an upper boundary of the one-sided 95% CI of <10%.  

- They performed both an intention-to-treat and a per-protocol 
analysis that included infants in the expectant group that 
received open-label Rx after meeting the criteria. 

Results: 
- 442 infants were consented, 273 underwent randomization 

136 to the expectant-management group and 137 to the early-
ibuprofen group. 

- Median GA 26.1 wks and median BW 845g 
- Ibuprofen initiated at a median 63hrs of life, median dose 

10mg/kg x1 >> 5mg/kg x2 
- Baseline characteristics were similar between groups except 

higher HELLP syndrome in control arm. 
- PDA closure rate: 25%, 34%, 34% 
- 📌  A  primary-outcome  event  occurred  in 46.3% in the 

expectant-management group and 63.5% in the early-
ibuprofen group (absolute risk difference, −17.2 percentage 
points;  upper  boundary  of  the  one-sided  95%  confidence 
interval [CI], −7.4; P<0.001) - mostly drive by BPD 

- No  material  between-group  differences  in  the  incidence of 
necrotizing enterocolitis and death were  observed 

- Distributions of reported causes of death were similar in the 
two groups 

- 🤯  Moderate-to-severe BPD was diagnosed in 33.3% of 
infants in the expectant-management group and in 50.9% in 
the early ibuprofen group. 

- The frequencies of adverse events and serious adverse events 
were similar in the two groups. 

- The results of subgroup analyses were consistent with the 
overall findings, with the exception of a potential difference 
according to sex that suggested a better outcome for 
expectant management in male infants than in female 
infants. 

Discussion: 
- 😓  The main limitation is that even though the investigators 

recruited infants at 17 centers for almost 4 years, enrollment 
was stopped after only  48%  of the planned sample size had 
undergone randomization. 

- A  recent prospective study showed decreased vascular 
growth factors in preterm infants with PDA after exposure to 
ibuprofen. Of note,  previous randomized trials have not 
shown increased risk of bronchopulmonary dysplasia with 
ibuprofen treatment.  It is possible that this discrepancy can 
be explained by the high percentage of infants who received 
open-label treatment in the expectant-management group in 
these trials. 

- The results of this trial should not be interpreted to suggest 
that there is no causal relationship between  PDA  and 
neonatal morbidity in extremely preterm infants. 

- It is plausible that an attempt to close the PDA with ibuprofen 
may be more harmful than the condition itself.  Safer and 
more effective treatments for a PDA with a high left-to-right 
shunt volume warrant study. 
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Conclusion: 
- In this international multicenter trial involving extremely 

preterm infants with a gestational age below 28 weeks, 
expectant management for a PDA measuring more than 1.5 
mm in diameter was non-inferior to early ibuprofen treatment 
with regard to necrotizing enterocolitis, moderate-to-severe 
bronchopulmonary dysplasia,  or death,  and results 
suggested a  lower risk of this outcome in the expectant-
management group. 

 


